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The Five Languages of Appreciation in the Ministry Workplace 

• Reasons for Appreciation in the Ministry Workplace 
- Encouraging one another honors the Lord, is Biblical, 

and it helps to infuse people with courage for our 

shared mission (Deuteronomy 1:38 and 3:28, 

Ephesians 6:22, Colossians 4:8, I Thessalonians 4:18, 

5:11, and 5:14, I Timothy 5:1, etc.) 
- Overall impact of Employee Engagement in 

Organizations 
▪ Employees show up for work, less staff turnover, fewer employee accidents 

on the job, less employee theft, higher “customer” ratings, greater 

productivity, increased “profitability” 
- An important related aside … more money does not necessarily keep people (statistics 

show that only 12% leave due to money, but helps to provide reasonable “living wage”) 
- Employee turn-over / departures is the ultimate result of not feeling appreciated 
- What is not working (for younger generations especially) is traditional employee 

recognition 

 

• The Five Languages of Appreciation in the Ministry Workplace 
1. Words of Affirmation:  one-to-one, praise in front of others, written affirmation, 

public affirmation, but not hollow words 

2. Quality Time:   

▪ Focused attention 

▪ Quality conversation:  eye contact, resist the impulse to interrupt, listen for 

feelings as well as thoughts, observe body language, affirm feelings even if 

you disagree with their conclusion 

▪ Shared experiences 

▪ Working collegially with co-workers on a task 

▪ Extra Time off 

3. Acts of Service:  make sure your responsibilities are covered before volunteering to 

help others, ask the person before you help, if you are going to help then do it their 

way, serve voluntarily, check your attitude, complete what you start; challenging 

opportunities, being asked to do something meaningful and valuable 

4. Tangible Gifts:  tickets to sports games, gift cards to restaurants, tickets to cultural 

events, small retreats, sabbaticals, gift cards, etc. (but let’s be legal!) 

5. Physical Touch:  firm handshakes, high fives, a simple pat on the back, side hugs 

(also when folks encounter a life tragedy or difficult times), but be careful and never 

sexual, some people do not like any physical touch and that is ok so be aware  

Your Potential Blind Spot:  Your Least Valued Language 
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• Know Our Team:  Five Languages of Appreciation:  Take a few minutes to share your 

primary and secondary preferred language for appreciation and be aware.  Note which is 

least valued, especially for yourself, as a potential blind spot in your interaction with others. 

 

Name Primary Pref. for 
Appreciation 

Secondary Pref. for 
Appreciation 

Least Valued 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

 

What about your spouse?  

 

Your kiddos? 

 

Team-members on your other teams? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference:  The Five Languages of Appreciation in the Workplace (Empowering Organizations 

by Encouraging People), Chapman and White, 2019 


